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1 Introduction

Consider a principal that has a promotion to allocate among many agents.
Each agent wants this promotion and has a privately known value. If an
agent receives this promotion both the agent and the principal will enjoy
this value. It is reasonable to assume that the principal cannot use direct
monetary transfers (i.e. sell the promotion) to elicit the agents’ private in-
formation. One common approach is that the principal can at a cost audit
the eligibility of these agents (costly verification) as Ben-Porath et al. (2013)
analyzed. Another approach is considering various forms of money burning
(where the agent spends time on ultimately unproductive endevours instead
of doing their work), whether it is “buttering up the boss” as in Milgrom and
Roberts (1988) or bureaucratic paperwork as in Ross (1986). At a first glance
one might think only one of those tools is necessary: they are both costly to
the principal and serve the same purpose so the principal should stick with
the one that is less costly. Prior literature has also treated these instruments
in isolation. However, there are some economically relevant settings such as
capital financing within a firm where we see evidence of both costly verifica-
tion Harris et al. (1982) and money burning Ross (1986). In this paper we
study such allocation problems where both instruments are present and we
explore whether and how they should be optimally combined.

We characterize the optimal mechanism completely and show that it has
a threshold structure, types below the threshold are pooled, causing some
allocative inefficiency among the lower types. If this threshold is high enough
then the optimal mechanism has no money burning, only costly verification
is necessary. If the threshold is not high, then both tools are used, sometimes
simultaneously. This might seem counterintuitive at first; the true value will
be learned by inspection so there should be no need for money burning.
However, it turns out these tools are complementary, money burning is more
effective to disincentivize lower types from lying whereas costly verification
is more effective to disincentivize higher types.

Our mechanism has two instruments thus our problem requires a novel
approach. Instead of relying on envelope arguments we interpret our mecha-
nism as a directed graph. This enables us to characterize incentive constraints
regardless of whether money burning, costly verification or a combination of
the two is used to tighten the incentive constraint. We construct our graph
by drawing a directed edge from type t to t′ whenever the incentive con-
straint of type t regarding t′ is tight (holding with equality). This approach
also highlights the difference in incentive structures with either tool in iso-
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lation. In mechanisms with monetary transfers (e.g. standard auctions) or
just money burning, each type only wants to mimic the type immediately
adjacent to them, thus the graph connects each type to an adjacent one. In
mechanisms with only costly verification there is a threshold type, and that
type wants to mimic all the types above, but for any two types above the
threshold the incentive constraints are slack. In comparison the combination
of two tools allows for more connected graphs, by potentially both lowering
the threshold and allowing edges between the types above the threshold.

Research on costly verification in mechanism design is not new. Townsend
(1979) models optimal contracts with costly verification. Border and Sobel
(1987), Mookherjee and Png (1989) and Dunne and Loewenstein (1995) fur-
ther study problems on costly state verification. Ben-Porath et al. (2013) and
Erlanson and Kleiner (2019) studies allocation problem with multiple agents
in presence of costly verification techniques and Vohra (2012) considers a
discrete version of the same problem. Taking a different approach in costly
verification problems Li (2020) considers mechanism design when there is lim-
ited punishments available to the designer. These papers however study the
effects of costly verification in isolation. There is also considerable research
on money burning in mechanism design. McAfee et al. (1992), Hartline and
Roughgarden (2008), Yoon (2011), and Chakravarty and Kaplan (2013) all
study optimal allocation problems with money burning. Again, much of the
literature in money burning deals with the problem in isolation.

2 Model and Results

There are D agents denoted as 1, 2, . . . , D. We assume that each agent has a
valuation vti , where ti is the type of the agent i drawn from an i.i.d. distribu-
tion f over the type space t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Each type t is associated a value
of the project, vt, if an agent whose valuation vt gets the object both that
agent and the principle enjoys vt net of the costs. Since vt can be arbitrary,
we can assume that f(t) follows a uniform distribution over {1, 2, . . . , n}.1
We will use V to denote both the sets, {1, 2, . . . , n} and {v1, v2, . . . , vn} with
a little abuse of notation. The agents and the principal are all assumed to
be risk neutral. The objective of the principal is to maximize the expected

1This can be done by replicating the types sufficient number of times, similar to taking
the inverse of the cumulative distribution function to get quantiles as the type space in
the case of continuous types, and can be used to approximate any distribution with a
vanishing loss, any distribution with rational probabilities can be matched exactly.
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value from allocation, minus the costs of any assessments done and the costs
due to the money burning activities. The principal must devise a mechanism
for optimal allocation of the object using costly verification (costly only to
the principal) and money burning (costly to both sides) and we consider the
Bayes Nash Equilibrium of the mechanism proposed by the principal. This
mechanism in general could be fairly complex involving multiple rounds of
checks and money burning. Each agent wants to maximize the expected value
they enjoy from having object allocated to them minus the money burning
costs. Agents have an outside option valued at 0 available to them through-
out. Verification of a claim is perfect and costs the principal k; irrespective
of the type or the agent with v1 < k < vn. We normalize vi’s and k so that
v1 = 1.2 Burning p units of money by an agent is interpreted as time wasted
in unproductive activities and costs the principal the same amount.

We focus on the following type of mechanisms which are direct and opti-
mal.3

1. The principal commits to a selection policy, an inspection policy and a
money burning policy

2. Agents report their types to the principal

3. Following the selection policy, an agent is selected for Stage 4

4. The selected agent burns the required money

5. The selected agent’s claim is inspected depending on the inspection
policy

6. The selected agent receives the object if there is no inspection, or if the
agent is found truthful upon inspection

Both the optimality and the revelation principle are simple extensions of Ben-
Porath et al. (2013). It is easy to see that we only need truthful mechanisms
as the principal can simply simulate the BNE of a complicated game after
asking for the types. An agent’s claim is inspected only if their project is
being considered for allocation. After all, there is no point in spending money
on inspecting an agent’s claim if the principal has no intention of allocating
to the agent. For maximum penalty, the agent that lies must have the object

2This can be done by simply dividing all the values and k by v1.
3A formal proof of the revelation principle and optimality can be found in the online

appendix.
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withheld from them. Money burning can’t be a punishment as it is both
costly to the principal and agents required to burn money without a chance
of allocation will simply leave. Finally, any money burning cannot be after
inspection in an optimal mechanism as inspection is fully revealing.

Formally a mechanism is three functions: pi(ti, t−i) : V D 7→ R+, ai(ti, t−i) :
V D 7→ [0, 1], and ci(ti, t−i) : V D 7→ [0, 1]. Here pi(ti, t−i) is the amount of
money burning by agent i in Stage 4, when the announced values by agents
are vvv = (vi, v−i) ∈ V n corresponding to the type announcement ttt = {ti, t−i}.
We further abuse the notation to use ttt and vvv interchangeably in order to
further ease the expositional burden. Since the amount of money burned
cannot be negative, we must impose a constraint pi(ttt) ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ D, ∀ttt ∈ V D.
ai(ti, t−i) is the probability of the ith agent being selected in Stage 3 for
further review given the announced types ttt = (ti, t−i), thus, we must have∑D

i=1 ai(ttt) ≤ 1 ∀ttt ∈ V D and ai(ttt) ≥ 0 ∀ttt ∈ V D. We have (1 − ci(ti, t−i)) as
the probability that a costly inspection of the selected agent is done in Stage
5, hence 0 ≤ ci(ttt) ≤ 1 ∀ttt ∈ V D.

At this point, it becomes necessary for us to clarify further what these
money burning activities are, and in what fashion is the money burned.
Money burning activities can be of many forms – the principal can introduce
a policy of extensive documentation for claims, or multiple rounds of meetings
which would consume the parties time and burn resources. This, we call
bureaucracy. It is costly and does not have any direct output. It is for
the principal to decide how much bureaucracy each agent must go through
to for a specific claim. Instead of bureaucracy, one can consider lobbying,
where agents decide the amount of money burning instead, wasting their
time instead of being productive. But even in such scenarios, if the agents
pick any level of money burning other than what the principal want, the
principal can just rule them out of the running. This is to say that if a certain
agent schedules more than, say ten, meetings, the principal can threaten to
automatically disqualify them so as to discourage an undesirable amount of
money burning. Thus, the amount of money burned can be interpreted as
either the choice of lobbying by the agents, or bureaucracy by the principal,
or some combination of the two. The principal suffers these costs because
the time wasted by the agent is directly costly in terms of foregone work: if
an agent spends say ten hours, on some lobbying activity for a promotion,
that is ten hours that the agent didn’t do their job, regardless of whether
they got the promotion or not. This interpretation is also in line with the
fact that the value to the agent after receiving the promotion is shared by
the principal after the promotion.
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Within this setting the principal wishes to maximize:

Ettt

[
D∑
i=1

[vtiai(ti, t−i)− pi(ti, t−i)− k (1− ci(ti, t−i)) ai(ti, t−i)]

]

The constraints of the agents are:

Et−i
[vtiai(ti, t−i)− pi(ti, t−i)] ≥ Et−i

[
vtiai(t̂i, t−i)ci(t̂i, t−i)− pi(t̂i, t−i)

]
∀ti, t̂i ∈ V

Et−i
[vtiai(ti, t−i)− pi(ti, t−i)] ≥ 0 ∀ti ∈ V

Since the agents are i.i.d. it is without loss to focus on symmetric
mechanisms. Thus we abuse notation to define At = Et−i

[ai(ti, t−i)], pt =

Et−i
[pi(ti, t−i)] when ti = t. Also, define ct =

Et−i [ci(ti,t−i)ai(ti,t−i)]

Et−i [ai(ti,t−i)]
. Clearly,

0 ≤ ct ≤ 1 since 0 ≤ ci(ti, t−i) ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ V D. Of course, we need to ensure
the interim probabilities, At, can be achieved using an allocation rule. Bor-
der (1991) provides us with a characterization of the set of feasible interim
allocations. We use 〈A〉 to denote the collection 〈At〉t∈V . The inequalities
state that 〈A〉 ∈ Rn

+ is feasible if and only if,

D

n

∑
t∈S

At ≤ 1−
(

1− |S|
n

)D

∀S ⊆ V

For any S the inequality can be written as
∑

t∈S At ≤ g(S) where we

define g : P(V ) 7→ R+ as g(S) = n
D
− n

D

(
1− |S|

n

)D
; P(·) denotes the set

of all subsets. g(S) is essentially a function of the cardinality of the set S.
One useful property of g is that it is strictly submodular, thus the feasible
set of allocations is a polymatroid.4 Furthermore, we have pt ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ V
since pi(ti, t−i) ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ D, ∀ttt ∈ V n. Let us denote by the set A the set
of all feasible intermediate allocations that satisfy Border’s inequalities. A
mechanism is a tuple M = {〈A〉, 〈c〉, 〈p〉} where,

At : interim probability of selection of type t
1− ct : probability of assessment if type t is the selected type

pt : expected amount of money burning required for type t

4A formal proof is provided in the online appendix for completeness.
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Using symmetry we can write the problem as:

max
〈A〉,〈c〉,〈p〉

Et [vtAt − pt + kAtct − kAt]

s.t.

〈A〉 ∈ A ; 0 ≤ ctpt ≤ pt ∀t ∈ V ; ct, pt ∈ R+

vtAt − pt ≥ vtAt̂ct̂ − pt̂ ∀t, t̂ ∈ V
vtAt − pt ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ V.

We say that a mechanism M = {〈A〉, 〈c〉, 〈p〉} is feasible if 〈A〉 ∈ A and
0 ≤ ctpt ≤ pt ∀t ∈ V ; ct, pt ∈ R+. A mechanism is said to be incentive
compatible if it satisfies all IC constraints.

We interpret a mechanism M as a directed graph. Let GM be the directed
graph that represents the mechanism M . Let E(GM) be the set of edges
where (s, t) ∈ E(GM) means that there is a directed edge originating at s
and pointing towards t in GM . Since all graphs we consider have the same
vertex set, we simply use V to denote the set of vertices. We say that
(s, t) ∈ E(GM) if the incentive constraint for type s pretending to be type t
is tight. That is (s, t) ∈ E(GM) if and only if

vsAs − ps = vsAtct − pt

We call a graph GM associated with an optimal mechanism M an optimal
graph. We start with the following definition

Definition 1. We say that W ⊆ V is a web in GM iff (s, t) ∈ E(GM) ∀s, t ∈
W and there do not exist r, s such that r ∈ V \W ; s ∈ W and {(r, s), (s, r)} ⊆
E(GM). A web W is non-trivial if |W | > 1.

In essence, a web is a set of types where every node points to every other
node in W , and no more nodes can be added to it while still having every
node pointing to every other node. In the appendix we show some properties
of the optimal mechanism and how it relates to webs. In particular, a directed
cycle in an optimal mechanism should be part of a web, and that in a web
containing more than one type, none of the claims are subject to costly
verification. Furthermore, an optimal graph must contain exactly one web
W ∗ - the types(nodes) in the web requiring no money burning. (Lemmas 5,
6).

Our first result says that by using optimality we can drop all the down-
ward facing constraints from the problem and it remains unchanged – that
we can assume no agent will ever devalue their claim.
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Proposition 1. In an optimal mechanism, the agents are strictly better off
by announcing their true value than any other lower value in the optimal
mechanism unless the types are pooled in a web, i.e., if (s, t) ∈ E(GM) then
either s < t or there exists a web W such that {s, t} ⊆ W .

Money burning can signal higher values, but it is commonsensical that
if the true value will be learned by inspection, that takes away the need to
burn money. This suggests that money burning activities must be related to
higher probability of allocation, but without assessment as we next show.

Lemma 9. In an optimal mechanism, the amount of money burning is
strictly monotonic in the probability of project implementation without an
assessment, i.e., in an optimal M , Atct > Ascs ⇐⇒ pt > ps and Ascs =
Atct ⇐⇒ ps = pt.

Next we show monotonicity of the allocation probabilities as a whole:

Proposition 2. In an optimal mechanism higher types have higher interim
allocation probabilities, i.e., vt > vt̂ =⇒ At ≥ At̂.

For proving this result we show that if the proposition is not true then the
higher type has a positive inspection probability and the lower type must have
money burning which eventually leads to a contradiction of optimality. It is
noteworthy that monotonicity results such as the ones above only requires
incentive compatibility in much of the classical mechanism design literature.
However, with two tools incentive compatibility is not enough and we rely
on optimality.

Our next result, characterizes the interim allocation probabilities com-
pletely. In the first best where the principal could see the realized type the
highest realized type would get the object. In terms of interim probabilities,
this corresponds to a greedy solution to the polymatroid problem starting
from the highest type ending in the lowest type with no withholding.

Proposition 3. In any optimal mechanism, there exists a cutoff type t, the
probability of implementation for all types above t is given by

An = g(1),An−1 = g(2)− g(1), . . . ,At+1 = g(n− t)− g(n− t− 1)

At = At−1 . . . = A1 =
g(n)− g(t)

t

Furthermore ct′ = 1, pt′ = 0 ∀t′ ≤ t
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Since lower types have a lower chance of allocation we do not expect very
low value types typically to attract an assessment or a lot of money burning.
This intuition is formalized as a threshold and types below the threshold have
a fixed probability of allocation. No money burning is required for these low
value types, furthermore, no verification is also used on these types.

In a setting with monetary transfers (like an auction) withholding and
thus allocative inefficiency is clearly not necessary. The result above shows
that a combination of costly verification and money burning is not enough to
compensate for the lack of transfers. There is allocative inefficiency, restricted
only to the types below the threshold. Technically, the solution above the
threshold remains “greedy” despite the incentive constraints.

To prove this result we first show that the optimal graph has a minimal
web W ∗ that defines a threshold type t (Lemma 4). Once a threshold is
established, we first take Ac, p as given and ask what the optimal A’s are.
Notice changing A while taking Ac as given is equivalent to changing c and
W ∗ is identified by Ac, p. In light of proposition 1 for each IC regarding
t′ ≥ t, let dt,t′ = At′ct′ − pt′

vt
+ pt

vt
and let dt = maxt′≥t{dt,t′}. Define the

associated polytope P(Ac, p) = {
∑

i∈S Ai ≤ g(S), S ⊆ V ;Ai ≥ di, i ∈ V }.
The optimal A′s given Ac, p’s solve the following problem

max
〈A〉∈P (Ac,p)

n∑
t=1

vtAt

This is a linear optimization over a polymatroid with side constraints di. By
proposition 2 and feasibility we can restrict attention to di ≤ g(1)’s that are
weakly increasing. Clearly if (d1, . . . , dn) /∈ P(Ac, p) then the problem is not
feasible. If the problem is feasible, by proposition 2.2 of Fujishige (1980) we
can consider the contraction of the polymatroid with respect to the constraints
di, which in turn also defines a polymatroid with the set function defined as
ρ(S) = minS′⊇S(g(S ′)−

∑
i∈S′ di). In words, a contraction of the polymatroid

is a polymatroid itself and it consists of all the vectors (Bi)i∈{1,...,n} such that
(Bi+di)i∈{1,...,n} is feasible in the original polymatroid. This new polymatroid
problem then can be simply solved by a greedy algorithm starting from the
highest type since there are no more side constraints. Given the form of the
contraction from B’s we can back out A’s. We then show that if the resulting
A’s are not of the stated form Ac, p can not be optimal.

Recall that for a given threshold, we can drop the constraints for incen-
tives to pretend to be lower types since we know they are not binding and
the IR constraints since we know the utilities are increasing (Lemma 11 in
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the appendix) and the types below the threshold have a positive utility. For
a given t we can equivalently write the principal’s problem with As given by
proposition 3:

max
〈c〉,〈p〉

n∑
t=t+1

[−pt + kAtct]

s.t.

ct ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ V ; ct, pt ∈ R+

vtAt ≥ vtAt̂ct̂ − pt̂ + pt ∀t, t̂ ∈ {t, n}, t̂ > t

The last formulation is a standard linear programming problem. In the
appendix lemma 13 shows that if t > k, the solution is even simpler, there is
no money burning in the mechanism at all, therefore from Vohra (2012) we
have ci = Ai/A1 for all types i > t. On the contrary if t < k, then lemma 14
shows money burning must be a part of the mechanism, and simplex method
can be used solve the optimal 〈c〉, 〈p〉. Thus the optimal mechanism can be
characterized completely via the following algorithm:

Algorithm 1. The algorithm below delivers an optimal mechanism:

1. Set t = t′ calculate A via proposition 3, solve the resulting LP via
simplex method and calculate the resulting value V (t′).

2. Choose t ∈ {1 . . . , n} to maximize V (t).

The optimality of the simplex algorithm is well known and omitted.5

Since there are only finitely many t’s the optimality of the algorithm is im-
mediate.

Given the methodology above, we will conclude by presenting an example
that demonstrates that both money burning and inspection can occur at the
same time in an optimal mechanism, even for the same type. Consider three
agents that can take any one of the three types V = {1, 6, 10} and let the
cost of inspection be k = 2. Table 1 represents an optimal mechanism.

Consider the type t = 10. We note that the type is inspected in many
states of the world, and yet must burn money at the same time. This happens
because the two tools act as complements for each other when enforcing the
incentive compatibility constraints. If only money burning were to be used,

5See Vohra (2004).
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both only verification only money burning
vti Ai 1− ci pi Ai 1− ci Ai pi

1 0.04 0 0 0.15 0 0.04 0
6 0.26 0 0.22 0.15 0 0.26 0.22
10 0.70 0.63 0.22 0.70 0.78 0.70 2.86

Table 1: An Optimal Mechanism

a great deal of money will need to be burned to deter the closer type t = 6
from announcing it’s type as type t = 10. Inspection is a much cheaper
alternative when trying to deter t = 6 from announcing t = 10. However, a
very small amount of money burned can deter t = 1 from announcing t = 10.
On the other hand if only verification were used then t = 6 needs to be pooled
with t = 1 causing allocative inefficiency, as separating the three types would
require 1 − c6 = 0.84 and 1 − c10 = 0.94. Therefore, a combination of the
two proves to be the most efficient option.
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3 Appendix

Definition 2 (Transform of a Mechanism). M∗ is a transform of the mecha-
nism M denoted as M∗ = TM,r,s (A′r,A′s, c′r, c′s, p′r, p′s). If M∗ = {〈A∗〉, 〈c∗〉, 〈p∗〉}
then A∗r = A′r; A∗s = A′s; c∗r = c′r; c

∗
s = c′s; p

∗
r = p′r; p

∗
s = p′s; A∗t = At ∀t /∈

{r, s}; c∗t = ct ∀t /∈ {r, s}; p∗t = pt ∀t /∈ {r, s}.

Definition 3 (In-Out Sets). For any t ∈ V let deg−M(t) denote the indegree
of t and let deg+M(t) denote the outdegree of t in GM . The in-set of type t
is iM(t) = {r : (r, t) ∈ E(GM)} out-set of type t is oM(t) = {r : (t, r) ∈
E(GM)}. For any S ⊆ V in-set of S is iM(S) = {t ∈ V \S : (t, s) ∈
E(GM) for some s ∈ S}.

Lemma 1. Let 〈A〉 ∈ A and At ≥ As for some s, t, then ∃ δ > 0 such that
〈A′〉 ∈ A , where A′t = At − δ, A′s = As + δ and A′r = Ar ∀r /∈ {s, t}.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary S ⊆ V \{s, t}. Let St ≡ S ∪ {t}, Ss ≡ S ∪ {s}.
Since As ≤ At we can write∑

r∈Ss

Ar ≤
1

2

[∑
r∈S

Ar +
∑

r∈St∪Ss

Ar

]
We need to show, ∑

r∈S′
A′r ≤ g(S ′) ∀S ′ ⊆ V

For the sets that do not contain s, or contain both s, t the inequality holds
trivially. Since S is arbitrary and δ can be arbitrarily small, we need to show:∑

r∈Ss

Ar < g(Ss)

Since g is strictly submodular

g(Ss ∪ St) + g(S) < g(Ss) + g(St)

=⇒
∑
r∈S

Ar +
∑

r∈St∪Ss

Ar < g(Ss) + g(St)

=⇒ 2
∑
r∈Ss

Ar < g(Ss) + g(St)

=⇒
∑
r∈Ss

Ar < g(Ss) ∵ g(Ss) = g(St)
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Lemma 2. In an optimal M if deg−M(t) = 0, then pt = 0; ct = 1 and
At = minr∈V Ar

Proof. If pt > 0 then define M ′ = TM,s,t(As,At, cs, ct, ps, pt − δ) for small
δ > 0 then M ′ is feasible and a δ improvement. If ct < 1 then define
M ′ = TM,s,t(As,At, cs, ct + δ, ps, pt) for small δ > 0 then M ′ is feasible and a
kAtδ improvement. If At > As for some s we have vsAs − ps < vsAt since
ps ≥ 0, thus violating the IC.

Lemma 3. In an optimal M , minsAscs ≥ minsAs

Proof. Suppose not. Consider r, t be such that Arcr = minsAscs and At =
minsAs then Arcr < At, and cr < 1. Now, we must have deg−M(r) = 0
otherwise there must be an r′ such that (r′, r) ∈ E(GM) but then vr′At >
vr′Arcr − pr = vr′Ar′ − pr′ violating IC. However, if deg−M(r) = 0 then cr = 1
due to Lemma 2 a contradiction.

Lemma 4. In an optimal mechanism M if (t, t̂) ∈ E(GM) then At̂ct̂ ≥ At

Proof. Suppose not, and let At̂ct̂ < At, then it must be that pt > pt̂ ≥ 0.
Consider

M ′ = TM,t,t̂(At̂ct̂,At̂, ct, ct̂, pt̂, pt̂)

M ′ is feasible. Incentive constraints not involving the type t remain unaf-
fected. For r ∈ oM(t), we have

vtA′t − p′t = vtAt̂ct̂ − pt̂
= vtAt − pt ∵ (t, t̂) ∈ E(GM)

≥ vtArcr − pr ∀r 6= t

= vtA′rc′r − p′r

For r ∈ iM(t) we have

vrA′r − p′r = vrAr − pr ≥ vrAt̂ct̂ − pt̂ ≥ vrAt̂ct̂ct − pt̂ = vrA′tc′t − p′t

Thus, all incentive constraints are satisfied. The objective is increased by,

Obj(M ′)−Obj(M) = k(1− ct)(At −At̂ct̂)

This is positive if ct < 1 giving a contradiction. If ct = 1 then we have
deg−M(t) > 0 otherwise Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 jointly give us a contradiction
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since At > At̂ct̂. Since deg−M(t) > 0 let r′ ∈ iM(t) and r′ < t then

vtAt − pt = vtAt̂ct̂ − pt̂
=⇒ vr′(At −At̂ct̂) < pt − pt̂ ∵ At > At̂ct̂; t > r′

=⇒ vr′Ar′ − pr′ < vr′At̂ct̂ − pt̂ ∵ ct = 1; (r, t) ∈ E(GM)

Again, giving us a contradiction. So we must have r′ ≥ t for all r′ such that
(r′, t) ∈ E(GM).

Given above define M ′ = TM,t,t̂(At−δ,At̂, ct, ct̂, pt−vtδ, pt̂). M ′ is feasible
for small δ since pt > 0. For any r′ such that (r′, t) ∈ E(GM) we have

vr′Ar′ − pr′ = vr′At − pt
=⇒ vr′Ar′ − pr′ ≥ vr′At − vr′δ − pt + vtδ

=⇒ vr′Ar′ − pr′ ≥ vr′(At − δ)− (pt − vtδ)
=⇒ vr′Ar′ − pr′ ≥ vr′A′t − p′t

Hence M ′ is incentive compatible and optimal(since M was). Moreover,
deg−M ′(t) = 0 and hence we have A′t ≤ At̂ct̂ due to lemma 2 and lemma 3 but
for δ small enough we still must have A′t ≤ At̂ct̂ < A′t = At − δ which is a
contradiction.

Lemma 5. In an optimal M , if W ′ is a directed cycle then all the projects in
W ′ must have same probability of selection, and the same amount of money
burning with no chance of assessment. Equivalently, W ′ ⊆ W for some web
W .

Proof. Let W ′ = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} be the directed cycle then from Lemma 4 we
have At1 ≤ At2ct2 ≤ At2 ≤ At3ct3 ≤ · · · ≤ At1ct1 thus giving us an equality
throughout. From IC, we have vt1At1−pt1 = vt1At2ct2−pt2 =⇒ pt1−pt2 = 0,
hence all the agents in the cycle must have the same requirements. Since
Ati = Atj ; pti = ptj ; cti = ctj = 1 ∀ti, tj ∈ W ′ we have ti ∈ iM(tj) ∀ti, tj ∈ W ′

and W ′ must be part of a web.

Lemma 6. Every optimal GM is weakly connected and contains exactly one
web W ∗ with iM(W ∗) = ∅.

Proof. Let GM be optimal, we will first show that there must exist a web
W in GM with iM(W ) = ∅. If ∃t ∈ V such that iM(t) = ∅ then {t} is the
desired web. So, deg−M(t) > 0 ∀t ∈ V , and GM must contain directed cycles.
Due to Lemma 5 these cycles must belong in a web thus GM must contain
webs. Let W be the set of webs in GM .
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Let W ∗ = arg minW∈W {At : t ∈ W}, thus for any t∗ ∈ W ∗ and any
t ∈ W ∈ W , W 6= W ∗, At∗ < At.

It must be that iM(W ∗) = ∅, for otherwise let (t1, t
∗) ∈ E(GM); t∗ ∈

W ∗; t1 ∈ V \W ∗ then At∗ ≥ At1 due to Lemma 4. Now, since deg−M(t1) > 0
we can find a t2 such thatAt1 ≥ At2 and so on until we end up in another cycle
with Atk ≤ At∗ which is a contradiction to W ∗ = arg minW∈W {At : t ∈ W}.

W ∗ is the only web with iM(W ∗) = ∅. Suppose not, let W be another
such web. deg−M(W ) = 0 =⇒ pt = 0 ∀t ∈ W , for if not then we can
decrease money burning for all the types in the web by small δ > 0 and
improve the objective function without violating any IC constraints. Simi-
larly, deg−M(W ∗) = 0 mean that there is no money burning in W ∗. However,
let t ∈ W, t∗ ∈ W ∗, since pt = pt∗ = 0 and At > At∗ , vt∗At∗ < vt∗At thus
violating the IC constraint and giving a contradiction.

If the graph is not connected, then repeating the steps above every con-
nected component must contain a web W with deg−M(W ∗) = 0. However,
this gives us a contradiction since there can only be one such web.

Lemma 7. If M is optimal, (s, t) ∈ E(GM) and As = Atct then cs = 1.

Proof. If s has indegree zero then Lemma 2 delivers the result. Thus, assume
∃r such that (r, s) bind, and let cs < 1. Since As = Atct and vsAs − ps =
vsAtct − pt we have ps = pt. Since (r, s) bind,

vrAr − pr = vrAscs − ps
= vrAtctcs − ps
< vrAtct − pt

contradicting the IC constraint.

Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose not and let s > t. Note that Lemma 4 gives
us At ≥ As. We consider four cases,
Case I: ct < 1; oM(t) 6= ∅
Let r ∈ oM(t). We have,

vtAt − pt = vtArcr − pr
=⇒ pr − pt ≤ vs (Arcr −At) ∵ vs > vt; Arcr ≥ At due to Lemma 4

=⇒ pr − pt < vs (Arcr −Atct) ∵ ct < 1

=⇒ vsAs − ps < vsArcr − pr ∵ (s, t) ∈ E(GM)
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Violating the IC constraint.

Case II: ct < 1; oM(t) = ∅
Consider the mechanism

M ′ = TM,s,t

(
As + δ,At − δ,

Ascs
As + δ

,
Atct
At − δ

, ps, pt

)
then M ′ is feasible due to Lemma 1 and the fact that ct < 1. IC’s not
involving s, t remain unchanged. A′tc′t = Atct and A′sc′s = Ascs and so no
other type has an incentive to pretend to be s or t. Surplus of s has increased
so it has no incentive to deviate in M ′ and since t has outdegree zero, for small
enough δ, t will not deviate. M ′, however, is an improvement of δ(vs− vt) in
the objective function.

Case III: ct = 1; At = As

From Lemma 7 we have that cs = 1. Since vsAs − ps = vsAt − pt we get
ps = pt and so s ∈ iM(t); t ∈ iM(s) and they must belong in a web.

Case IV: ct = 1; At > As

We have,

pt − ps = vs(At −As)

=⇒ pt − ps > vt(At −As) ∵ vt < vs and As < At

=⇒ vtAs − ps > vtAt − pt

Consider M ′ = TM,s,t (At,As, ct, cs, pt, ps). s, t have no incentives to deviate
in M ′ since their surplus is not decreasing. No other type has any incentive
to pretend to be s or t either since they would otherwise have done that in
M . M ′ improves the objective by (vtAs − ps)− (vtAt − pt) > 0.

Proof of Lemma 9. If deg−M(s) · deg−M(t) = 0 then the result follows from
Lemma 2 and Lemma 7. Let s′, t′ be such that (s′, s) ∈ E(GM) and (t′, t) ∈
E(GM) then we have

vs′Ascs − ps ≥ vs′Atct − pt
vt′Atct − pt ≥ vt′Ascs − ps

Combining the two we get

vt′(Atct −Ascs) ≥ pt − ps ≥ vs′(Atct −Ascs)

Thus concluding the proof.
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Proof of Proposition 2. Let t̂, t be such that t > t̂ and At < At̂ in an optimal
mechanism M . If deg−M(t̂) = 0 then the proposition is trivially true due to
Lemma 2, so iM(t̂) 6= ∅. The proof consists of two parts. First, we show that
for this mechanism M we must have ct < 1 and pt̂ > 0.

Suppose ct = 1. If ct̂ = ct = 1 then from the IC constraints of t, t̂ we have

vt̂(At̂ −At) ≥ pt̂ − pt ≥ vt(At̂ −At)

which is not possible since At̂ > At and vt > vt̂, so:

ct̂ct < 1 (1)

If deg+M(t̂) = 0 and ct̂ < 1 then consider the mechanism M ′′ with

M ′ = TM,t̂,t

(
At̂ − δ,At + δ,

At̂ct̂
At̂ − δ

,
Atct
At + δ

, pt̂, pt

)
By Lemma 1, for small δ this is feasible. All IC constraints can be verified to
be satisfied for small δ and the objective function improvement is δ(vt − vt̂).
And so if deg+M(t̂) = 0 =⇒ ct̂ = 1. However, this implies that pt̂ >
0, since otherwise t̂ must have lowest allocation probability and At̂ ≤ At

contradicting the supposition. It also implies ct < 1 by (1). Thus, we have
¬(ct < 1&pt̂ > 0) =⇒ deg+M(t̂) > 0.

Now, since deg+M(t̂) > 0 (i.e. oM(t̂) 6= ∅), let t̂′ ∈ oM(t̂). We have:

vtAt − pt ≥ vtAt̂′ct̂′ − pt̂′
=⇒ pt̂′ − pt ≥ vt(At̂′ct̂′ −At)

=⇒ pt̂′ − pt > vt̂(At̂′ct̂′ −At) ∵ Lemma 4 : At̂′ct̂′ ≥ At̂ > At

=⇒ vt̂At − pt > vt̂At̂′ct̂′ − pt̂′

=⇒ vt̂At − pt > vt̂At̂ − pt̂ (2)

Consider M ′ = TM,t̂,t (At,At, ct, ct, pt, pt), which is IC by (2). Objective
changes by

vt̂At − pt + kAtct − kAt − [vt̂At̂ − pt̂ + kAt̂ct̂ − kAt̂]

= (vt̂At − pt − vt̂At̂ + pt̂) + k(At̂ −At) + k(Atct −At̂ct̂)

Which is strictly positive if ct = 1, or Atct ≥ At̂ct̂. Thus ct < 1 and
At̂ct̂ > Atct implying pt̂ > pt ≥ 0 due to Lemma 9.
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Now given ct < 1 & pt̂ > 0, consider M∗ = TM,t̂,t(A∗t̂ ,A
∗
t , c
∗
t̂
, c∗t , p

∗
t̂
, p∗t )

where,

A∗t̂ = At̂ − ε; c∗t̂ = ct̂ − ε
(
vt(At̂ct̂ −Atct)− ct̂(pt̂ − pt)

(pt̂ − pt)(At̂ − ε)

)
; p∗t̂ = pt̂ − vtε

A∗t = At + ε; c∗t = ct + ε

(
vt(At̂ct̂ −Atct)− ct(pt̂ − pt)

(pt̂ − pt)(At + ε)

)
; p∗t = pt + vtε

This part of the proof proceeds in 3 steps.

Step 1 - M∗ is feasible: Lemma 1 shows that A∗
t̂

and A∗t are feasible
for small ε. pt̂ > 0 and so pt̂, pt are feasible. c∗t is feasible for small enough
ε, since ct < 1. Let us show 0 < c∗

t̂
≤ ct̂. The first inequality holds for ε

sufficiently small. For the second inequality we must show(
vt(At̂ct̂ −Atct)− ct̂(pt̂ − pt)

(pt̂ − pt)(At̂ − ε)

)
≥ 0 (3)

Consider t̂ = inf iM∗(t̂), then t > t̂ > t̂ due to Proposition 1. Thus:

vt̂At̂ct̂ − pt̂ ≥ vt̂Atct − pt
=⇒ vt̂(At̂ct̂ −Atct) ≥ pt̂ − pt
=⇒ vt(At̂ct̂ −Atct) ≥ pt̂ − pt ∵ At̂ct̂ > Atct

=⇒ vt(At̂ct̂ −Atct)− ct̂(pt̂ − pt) ≥ 0

Proving (3).

Step 2 - M∗ is IC: The only changes concern type t̂ and t. We have
vt̂A∗t̂ − p

∗
t̂
≥ vt̂At̂− pt̂ and vtA∗t − p∗t ≥ vtAt− pt and so t̂, t have no incentive

to lie. Define
δ =

vtε

pt̂ − pt
Then we see

p∗t̂ = (1− δ)pt̂ + δpt

p∗t = (1− δ)pt + δpt̂
A∗t̂ c

∗
t̂ = (1− δ)At̂ct̂ − δAtct

A∗t c∗t = (1− δ)Atct − δAt̂ct̂

Consider any arbitrary type r:

vrA∗t c∗t − p∗t = vr ((1− δ)Atct + δAt̂ct̂)− ((1− δ)pt + δpt̂)

= (1− δ) [vrAtct − pt] + δ [vrAt̂ct̂ − pt̂]
≤ vrAr − pr
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And so r doesn’t mimic t. Similar argument shows that r doesn’t mimic t̂
either.

Step 3 - M∗ is an improvement:

Obj(M∗)−Obj(M) = vt̂A∗t̂ − p
∗
t̂ + kA∗t̂ c

∗
t̂ − kA

∗
t̂ − (vt̂At̂ − pt̂ + kAt̂ct̂ − kAt̂)

+ vtA∗t − p∗t + kA∗t c∗t − kA∗t − (vtAt − pt + kAtct − kAt)

= (vt − vt̂)ε− kδ(At̂ct̂ −Atct) + kε

+ kδ(At̂ct̂ −Atct)− kε
= (vt − vt̂)ε
> 0

Lemma 10. Every optimal mechanism M is of the form where ∃ t ∈ V such
that for all types with vt ≤ vt there is no verification and no money burning.
Furthermore, for all the types above this threshold, i.e. vt > vt, there is
either a positive probability of verification, or some money burning effort, or
both. Also, all the types below this threshold have the lowest probability of
implementation, i.e., At = minr∈V Ar ∀t ≤ t.

Proof. Let M∗ be an optimal mechanism and consider the web W ∗ with
iM∗(W

∗) = ∅. Let t = maxW ∗. Since iM∗(W
∗) = ∅ we must have pt = 0 ∀t ∈

W ∗, otherwise the mechanism M ′ defined by decreasing money burning for
all the projects in W ∗ by small ε is an improvement over M∗ and is feasible
and incentive compatible. Since pt = 0; ct = 1 ∀t ∈ W ∗ we must have
At = minr∈V Ar ∀t ∈ V for if not and let At̂ > At then vt̂At̂ct̂ − pt̂ < vt̂At,
thus violating the IC constraint. Due to Proposition 2 we must have t ∈
W ∗ ∀t < t, since for all such t,At = At thus implying ct = 1; pt = 0 and
{(t, t), (t, t)} ⊆ E(GM). Moreover, for any t > t we must have At > At

by definition. Thus by IC every t > t must either have ct < 1, pt > 0 or
both.

Lemma 11. vtAt − pt ≥ vt̂At̂ − pt̂ if t ≥ t̂.

Proof. Suppose not and let t̂ < t with vt̂At̂ − pt̂ > vtAt − pt then we must
have ct̂ < 1 otherwise vtAt − pt < vtAt̂ − pt̂ violating the IC constraint. We
must also have oM(t̂) = ∅ otherwise if r ∈ oM(t̂) , vtAt − pt < vt̂At̂ − pt̂ =
vt̂Arcr − pr < vtArcr − pr violating the IC constraint. Now, consider

M ′ = TM,t̂,t

(
At̂ − δ,At + δ,

At̂ct̂
At̂ − δ

,
Atct
At + δ

, pt̂, pt

)
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M ′ is IC and is feasible due to Lemma 1 and the fact that ct̂ < 1. The
improvement in the objective is δ(vt − vt̂).

Lemma 12. Let t be the threshold, let t̂ be such that pt̂ > 0. If t ∈ iM(t̂)
then @t′ ≤ t with t′ ∈ iM(t̂).

Proof. Suppose not, ∃t′ < t with t′ ∈ iM(t̂). Since t′ ∈ iM(t̂) and pt̂ > 0 we
have:

pt̂ = (At̂ct̂ −At) vt′

But since t > t′.

pt̂ < (At̂ct̂ −At′) vt

Contradicting the IC of type t.

Lemma 13. Let t be the threshold. If vt > k then there is no money burning
in the mechanism.

Proof. Suppose not, let t be such that pt > 0. By lemma 12 any type in
iM(t) must be weakly larger than t. Let t′ = min iM(t), and reduce pt by
ε and ct by ε

Atvt′
. This leads to iM(t′) = {t′}. Objective is also increased

1/nεAt(t
′ − k) > 0.

Lemma 14. Let t be the threshold. If vt < k then pt+1 > 0 and ct+1 = 1.

Proof. By definition p, c must be optimal for a given optimal A. Let A be
given by the optimal mechanism, then using Proposition 2 and Lemmas 11,
12, we can equivalently write the problem of choosing c and p follows:

max
〈c〉,〈p〉

n∑
t=t+1

[−pt + kAtct]

s.t.

ct ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ V ; ct, pt ∈ R+

vtAt ≥ vtAt̂ct̂ − pt̂ + pt ∀t, t̂ ∈ {t, . . . n}, t̂ > t

Consider the dual of this LP problem, letting yi,j ≥ 0 denote the coefficient
of i pretending to be j. Similarly let rj ≥ 0 denote the coefficient for the
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constraint cj ≤ 1. The dual is:

min
〈yi,j〉,〈r〉

∑
i∈{t,n}

∑
j>i

yi,jvi(Ai) +
∑

j∈t+1,n

rj

j−1∑
i=t

viAjyi,j + rj ≥ kAj, ∀j ∈ {t+ 1, n}

−
j−1∑
i=t

yi,j +
n∑

l=j+1

yj,l ≥ −1 ∀j ∈ {t+ 1, n}

Towards a contradiction, assume pt+1 = 0. Then the constraint −yt,t+1 +∑n
l=t+2 yt+1,l ≥ −1 is slack. But then we must have vtAt+1yt,t+1 = kAt+1 and

rt+1 = 0 as otherwise we would have ct+1 = 1, which contradicts t being the

threshold. This in turn implies
∑N

l=t+2 yt+1,l >
k
vt
− 1 > 0. Which further

implies there is at least one l with yt+1,l > 0. Since −yt,t+1 +
∑n

l=t+2 yt+1,l >
−1 we can reduce yt+1,l by ε > 0 that is small enough and increase yt,l by

δ =
εvt+1

vt
. Then the dual decreases by εvt+1(At+1 − At

vt
) > 0. Hence we must

have −yt,t+1 +
∑n

l=t+2 yt+1,l = −1, which by complementary slackness implies
pt+1 > 0.

To see ct+1 = 1, for a contradiction assume 0 < ct+1 < 1 which implies
rt+1 = 0 and vtAt+1yt,t+1 = kAt+1. Consider decreasing yt,t+1 by ε > 0
and setting rt+1 = εvtAt+1. Then the constraint regarding pt+1, −yt,t+1 +∑n

l=t+2 yt+1,l = −1 is now relaxed. Thus similar to above we can reduce yt+1,l

by ε and increase yt,l by δ =
εvt+1

vt
. Then the dual decreases by εvt+1(At+1 −

At

vt
)− εvt(At+1 − At

vt
) > 0, hence we must have ct+1 = 1.

Proof of Proposition 3. Lemma 10 already gives us the second part of the
proposition. Thus, an equivalent way to state the proposition is the following:Ak =
g(N − k + 1)−

∑N
j=k+1Aj for any k > t. If vt > k, then Lemma 13 implies

there is no money burning at all in the mechanism and the result is the one
that coincides with Vohra (2012) which satisfies the proposition. Consider
the case where vt < k. Following the construction in the main text the
polymatroid problem is:

max
〈B〉

n∑
t=1

vt(Bt + dt)

s.t.
∑
s∈S

Bs ≤ ρ(S) ∀S ⊂ V
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Since g is submodular and d′is are increasing, the ρ function for any set
{n, n−1, n−2, . . . t} with t > t+1 must be of the form ρ({n, n−1, . . . , t}) =
g(n − r + 1) −

∑n
i=r di for some t ≥ r ≥ t.6 If ρ({n, n − 1, . . . , t}) = g(n −

t+ 1)−
∑n

i=t di for all sets of the form {n, n− 1, n− 2, . . . t} then the greedy
algorithm assigns Bt = g(n − t + 1) − g(t) − dt to each t which results in
At = g(n−t+1)−g(t), the claim of the proposition. Towards a contradiction,
suppose there exists some t̂ such that the set ρ({n, n − 1, . . . , t̂}) = g(n −
r + 1) −

∑n
i=r di < g(n − t̂) −

∑n
i=t̂ di for some t̂ > r ≥ t. Then the greedy

algorithm necessarily assigns Bt̂ = g(n− r+ 1)− g(n− t̂+ 1)−
∑t̂

j=r dj > dt̂,

and sets Bt′ = 0 for any t′ such that t̂ > t′ ≥ r, hence those types are at their
constraint level. The first inequality is strict since ρ({n, n − 1, . . . , t̂}) =
g(n − r + 1) −

∑n
i=r di < g(n − t̂ + 1) −

∑n
i=t̂ di. But Bt̂ > dt̂ implies if

the pair Ac, p, was optimal type oM(t̂) = ∅, and has ct̂ < 1. Furthermore,

the resulting At̂ = Bt̂ + dt̂ = g(n − r + 1) − g(n − t̂ + 1) −
∑t̂−1

i=r di <
g(n − t̂) − g(n − t̂ + 1), that is the constraints arising from the lower types
necessitates some withholding of type t̂. Let’s construct an improvement. By
lemma 14 in Ac, p we must have pt+1 > 0 and ct+1 = 1 so t̂ > t+ 1. Consider
M∗ = TM,t+1,t(A∗t+1,A∗t̂ , c

∗
t+1, c

∗
t̂
, p∗t+1, p

∗
t̂
) where,

A∗t+1 = At+1 − ε; c∗t+1 = ct − ε
(
vt̂(At̂ct̂ −At+1ct+1)− ct+1(pt̂ − pt+1)

(pt̂ − pt+1)(At+1 − ε)

)
;

p∗t+1 = pt+1 − vt̂ε

A∗t̂ = At̂ + ε; c∗t̂ = ct̂ + ε

(
vt̂(At̂ct̂ −At+1ct+1)− ct(pt − pt+1)

(pt − pt+1)(At + ε)

)
;

p∗t = pt̂ + vt̂ε

Improving At̂ this way is feasible since At̂ < g(N − t̂)−
∑n

j=t̂+1Aj so there
is slack for small enough ε. Thus, noting ct < 1 and replicating the steps
1-2-3 of the proof of proposition 2 shows that M∗ is feasible, IC and an
improvement.
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